GOTO: THE MODERN UNIFIED
COMMUNICATIONS SOLUTION
FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS

THE UNDISPUTED
LEADER IN K-12
COMMUNICATIONS
GoTo is used by districts nationwide to create
safer schools, virtual classrooms, and better
communications between faculty and students.
Let’s take a closer look at how GoTo can help you
communicate and collaborate better.
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OUR UCC SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR SCHOOL

As a trusted leader in cloud-based communication and collaboration,
GoTo includes voice, video, contact center, and telephony.
GoTo built an avid customer base through a combination of innovative
technology, an elegant and intuitive user experience, a simple, scalable
delivery model, and competitive pricing.
See how the GoTo Suite can empower your faculty and educators to
stay connected.
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Virtual Lessons

Remote cloud telephony

Interactive and engaging

Secure video conferencing

Emergency systems

Large group lectures

GOTO IN THE CLASSROOM

Protect your students from the unexpected.
• TLS encryption and 256-bit AES encryption at rest protects
sensitive chat, session, recording, notes, and more.
• Secure features for meeting hosts include password protection
and meeting locks.
• Full-control over attendees (to monitor, mute or remove someone).

Enhance your school safety and
notification capabilities.
• Phone system integration with on-premises paging and safety
equipment including door locks, alarm system, and more.
• Easily configure bells, paging and phones to broadcast announcements
and alerts during an emergency.
• Full integration with InformaCast and CatapultEMS mass notification
systems to keep everyone safe, connected and informed.
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The GoTo Suite empowers educators to keep
students safe, happy and learning.

Connect meaningfully
with all your students.
• Meetings and webinars are free for attendees to
join from desktop and mobile devices, all your
students need is a cellular or internet connection.

Simple administration
and affordable pricing.
• 98% of surveyed Educational Institution,
Government, and Nonprofit users agree that
GoToMeeting’s ease of use and reliability are better
than the competition.

• Award-winning iOS and Android mobile applications
adapt to varying LTE and network conditions to
maintain call quality.

• Custom onboarding and on-demand trainings
available to get your district up and running quickly.

• Critical accessibility features like high-contrast
mode, meeting transcripts and captions.

• Flexible payment plans and bundle options mean
you pay for only what you need and nothing more.

• Meeting and webinar recordings enable students to
learn and re-learn, at their own pace.
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Enriched online
learning experiences.
• Share materials like handouts, workbooks, and
external links – before, during and after meetings.
• Polling, surveys and chat empower students to
engage with the content in real-time.
• Cloud storage for storing classwork, handbooks,
tests and more.

Unified Communications and Collaboration (UCC) is
the new standard for schools to keep their students and
faculty working together.

WHY GOTOCONNECT?

Let’s take a closer look at GoToConnect, our unified
communications platform that combines collaboration
tools and cloud-based telephony.

Not all UCC solutions are created equal. there are
plenty of “good” communication tools to choose from,
but GoToConnect is GREAT.

G R E A T
GLOBAL

Supports remote
connectivity across
multiple continents.
It has all the tools
dispersed teams need.
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RELIABLE

Offers reliable, secure
communication tools
that faculty and
parents can trust.

EASY

Easy to implement,
easy to manage,
and easy to use for
all students.

AFFORDABLE

Flexible payment
plans and bundle
options mean you pay
for only what you need
and nothing more.

TIME-TESTED

Backed by a
trusted vendor with
decades of experience
in collaboration.

THEIR WORDS,
NOT OURS
Fraser Public Schools
Fraser Public School District uses GoToMeeting to go beyond traditional
in-person teaching for 4,800 K-12 students.

Forest Lake Christian School
Forest Lake leverages GoToConnect to enable modern,
effective communications.

“Students love [GoToMeeting] because they can learn, share
and a get a sense of community. School is more than just
learning and quiz taking.”

“With GoToConnect, there’s so much more capacity for
growth. Having a system that grows with us is a big deal.
And it’s not just the number of phones or the reach of the
system. It’s all about the options open to us now.”

— Troy Linder, CTO

— Andrew Ricabal, Superintendent

Global Alumni
Teachers use GoToWebinar to deliver high-quality, professional training to
large numbers of students simultaneously.

Para Los Ninos
Para Los Ninos found a reliable, scalable phone system with GoToConnect that
could be managed remotely even in natural disasters.

“GoToWebinar gives us greater agility and manageability in
the way we promote and deliver our education programs.”

“We live in LA, there might be an earthquake tomorrow. We
needed a system that could work from anywhere. That’s what
GoToConnect brought to us. It’s centralized and in the cloud.”

— Luis Perez, CTO

— Geovanni Rivas, Head of IT
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UNIFY YOUR
COMMUNICATIONS
WITH GOTO
Learn how a partnership with GoTo can modernize your
school district. Enable teachers and faculty to connect
with each other and with students, from anywhere.

Get a Free Quote

Talk to a specialist
Call 1 800 514 1317 or visit GoTo.com/connect
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